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W ith the slowing economy and
the focus on cost justifying IT
expenses, measuring your return

on investment and the actual usage of your
IT products is becoming increasingly
important. However, this is not always easy
to achieve. The growing trend to centralize
software delivery will help solve this dilem-
ma. To address this problem now, some IT
products include tools that monitor their
usage. This article will examine the moni-
toring and usage metering tools provided in
some Web-to-host products. Additionally,
we will explain how these tools give IT
managers more control over and visibility
of the effect Web-to-host software has on
their organization. Lastly, we will touch on
the practice of data center outsourcing
providers and how they employ these same
monitoring tools for price allocation and
customer service.

WEB-TO-HOST HISTORY

The advent of Web-to-host connectivity
software in the late 1990s, and the plethora

of vendors and products available today,
points to the demand for organizations to
be able to use Internet technologies to
enable employees, suppliers and customers
to access the data residing on enterprise
host systems. The advantages of Web-to-
host technology over older, traditional PC-
based terminal emulation are numerous and
well-documented elsewhere. Some exam-
ples include: auto deployment of client-side
software via Internet technologies; the use
of the universal user interface, the browser,
negating the need for end-user training on
host access products; and the use of the
browser to enable organizations to grant
access to host-based data to anyone with an
IP connection and security clearance. This
perhaps explains why the market for Web-to-
host software products has repeatedly
exceeded the lofty expectations of industry
analysts. In fact, according to Maximilian
Flisi, an analyst for International Data
Corp. (IDC), the worldwide Web-to-host
market was expected to generate $420 million
in revenue for 2001 and reach $836 million
by 2005.

So with the vast deployments of Web-
to-host technologies, both currently and
envisioned by IDC for the next several years,
this article addresses the main questions:
What sort of monitoring tools are vendors
putting into their Web-to-host offerings to
enable the administrator to control access
and plan for growth? What monitoring tools
let the administrator charge back host
access costs either figuratively through cost
center cross charges or quite literally as in
the case of service providers? After all, service
providers are eager to be able to charge
customers based on actual, verifiable use of
software for host access over time.

Let’s look at the capabilities you might
expect to find in Web-to-host monitoring
tools and then examine cost metering
functions and their impact on system
administrators as well as outsourcers.

WHAT IS MONITORING?

Monitoring tools have been around for as
long as the mainframe. Remember NetView
and the tools it provided to measure and log

Web-to-host technology is enabling more and more administrators to save on connectivity costs
while expanding the usability of their host-based applications. With the availability of usage monitoring and
metering tools, next generation Web-to-host software provides the sophisticated central administration and
control features typically found in enterprise software products.



device response times via Response Time
Monitor (RTM), supply maintenance statis-
tics via Receive Formatted Maintenance
Statistics/Request Maintenance Statistics
(RECFMS/REQMS), and send alerts via
Network Management Vector Transport
(NMVT)? More recently, monitoring tools
have relied on Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) to communicate appli-
cation-specific information to generic
management applications.

With the recent shift to Web-to-host con-
nectivity software and its centralized delivery
and management, leading-edge independent
software vendors (ISVs) have started to
include not only monitoring but specific usage
metering tools in their products. IDC’s Flisi
states, “Vendors should seek to bundle what
services they can to permit the IT manager to
run as smooth a deployment as possible.
Monitoring and usage tools will be part and
parcel of such a transition by helping those IT
managers see how the software is being used
... and whether indeed it fits into the ROI
equation.” What sort of capabilities can you
expect to find in a full-featured Web-to-host
monitoring program?

SECURITY

Of primary importance is the ability to
make the monitoring program secure from
casual users. IDC’s Flisi agrees, “...security
will be a growing, important consideration
for (Web-to-host) products and something
that will be expected by customers.” As we
will explore in this article, capable monitoring
programs not only let the administrator

observe the level of host access activity, but
also communicate with and/or disconnect
users! Therefore, the ability to restrict
access to the monitoring program is critical.

Typically, only those with administrator
rights will be able to run the monitoring
program, and if the program runs remotely,
you must encrypt and authenticate all data.
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FIGURE 3: THE MONITORING PROGRAM 

The monitoring program enables the administrator to send a message to all users or to selected users and disconnect them.

FIGURE 2: CONNECTION STATISTICS BY SERVICE 

This screen shows a graph of connection statistics by service, identifying the connection type (3270, 3287, etc.), the name
associated with the service (ALAN, CLEMSON, etc.), the number of sessions in each service, and the total duration and price.

FIGURE 1: CONNECTION STATISTICS BY USER 

This screen shows connection statistics by user, including the user name and the server to which he or she is connected,
the number of active sessions, the duration of the longest connection, and the cost of the connection, if any.

With the recent shift to
Web-to-host connectivity

software and its
centralized delivery and

management, leading edge
independent software
vendors (ISVs) have

started to include not only
monitoring but specific
usage metering tools in

their products.
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CONNECTION INFORMATION

Obviously, if a product is monitoring host
access then its first purpose is to provide
information about host connections. This
information would include the user or users
connected, either individually or by user
group or class, the date and time the user
initiated the connection, the duration of the
connection, the nature of the connection by
terminal type emulated, and the host to
which the connection is made. More sophis-
ticated monitoring programs would also
include usage metering information that
would enable the administrator to track
costs by connection based on the duration of
data communication and perhaps the host or
application making the connection. See
Figure 1. You can view this information in
real time, or the monitoring software can
log this information so the administrator
can analyze it at his leisure.

INFORMATION FILTERING

While it is true that it is nice to have sta-
tistical information readily available, it is
also true that not all information is of
equal importance. That is why more
advanced Web-to-host monitoring pro-
grams will enable you to set filters that
limit the view of statistical data that you
feel is most important. Such filters might
include communication duration, where
only sessions connected more than “n”
number of minutes or hours are reported;
cost threshold, where only connections
that have exceeded a pre-specified dollar
amount will be reported; users and services,
where reporting will be limited to specified
users and/or host services.

Like the administrator’s view of the data,
which can be changed from a user-oriented
view like that illustrated in Figure 1, to a
service oriented graph like that illustrated in
Figure 2, a good monitoring program will
enable you to adjust thresholds so you can
focus on the extraordinary rather than the
typical use of your host access product.

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

Up to this point, we have discussed the
use of the monitoring function as a means
by which the administrator can observe,
selectively or in total, which user is access-
ing what host sessions and for how long.
However, suppose you notice that one user

has had an active host session running
through the lunch hour, while others are
complaining that they cannot access the
host because all client licenses are in use. In
this case, it would be to helpful for you to be
able to determine if the user is in fact at his
or her machine accessing the host or if he or
she is, perhaps, at lunch, tying up a session
that someone else could use. An effective
monitoring program will enable you to send
a message to idle users asking them to
acknowledge that they are in fact working
with host-based data. As represented in
Figure 3, if you do not get an answer, the
monitor program gives you the ability to
terminate any user’s connection, freeing
extra licenses.

This implies not only the ability to send
messages to users and disable their connec-
tions, but also the ability to monitor license
usage. The latter capability is particularly
important with the current shift to concurrent
user licensing. Such real-time tools allow
the administrator to see not only the number
of sessions connected, but also the number
of actual software licenses being used to
support those sessions. This allows you to
anticipate when you will need to purchase
additional client licenses rather than suffer
the panic that occurs when all of the licenses
are depleted, because everyone is working
on a huge project, and it is a weekend.
Additionally, since you know who is using
the software, you can determine which
department’s budget should pay for the
additional licenses.

COST METERING

Now you know that with Web-to-host
monitoring functions you can determine just
how much your host-based applications are
really being used and by whom. Often, these

statistics have been enough to justify other
investments in your legacy systems, yet with
even tighter IT budgets, tangible proof of
return on investment (ROI) and financial
justification is required for additional Web-
to-host-related expenditures. Here is where
cost metering comes into play. A complete
Web-to-host software solution should enable
you to assign monetary values to different
user groups or connection sessions.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

When tracking ROI with Web-to-host
applications, the first step is to estimate a
per-hour or per-minute cost of remotely
accessing the host without Web-to-host
technology. These costs can include dial-up
charges, the cost of a dedicated leased line,
value of maintenance of desktop software,
and set up costs and training of new users.
As shown in Figure 4, assigning an average
cost value to user groups or host sessions
enables your Web-to-host software to do the
ROI tracking for you.

Rick Egleston, the Director of Technical
Systems for Scotty’s, a home improvement
retailer based in Winter Haven, FL, replaced
a dial-up method for remote access with
Web-to-host software from ICOM
Informatics. “I track the phone charges
using [ICOM’s] WMA’s usage metering;
that way I can see every month how much
we would have spent on 800 charges if we
didn’t have this product installed,” states
Egleston. After proving initial ROI, he now
uses the tracked data to justify the purchase
of Web-to-host software maintenance and
additional licenses. Armed with statistical
data, you could easily persuade your
financial executive to approve further
exploitation of Web-to-host software, from
simply extending your user base to projects
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FIGURE 4: COST FOR THE INITIAL CONNECTION AND PER HOUR 

The monitoring program enables the administrator to assign a cost to the initial connection and then per hour.
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such as development of complex e-business
solutions that work seamlessly with host-
based applications. Then, of course, the
savings increase with improved efficiency
and elimination of data re-entry.

COST ALLOCATION

After you have proven ROI, it is up to you
to fully employ the Web-to-host metering
tools. As we stated earlier, monitoring Web-
to-host use can help you determine which
department should pay for additional licenses.
Along the same lines, you could help your
IT budget by calculating each department’s
percentage of the annual maintenance pay-
ment. What happens if you provide access
to customers, and of course, you do not
want to charge them? The product and
maintenance costs incurred by enabling
customers to access host-based applications
are helpful during budget appropriation.
Let’s say, for example, that your marketing
department receives the full customer ser-
vice budget. If customers access an account
directly over the Internet using a Web-to-host
product, then the IT department could justify
the need for some of those customer service
funds, tapping the marketing budget while
providing the service free of charge to the
customer. A similar situation can occur
when working with strategic partners,
except sometimes these partners benefit
from the service you provide to such an
extent that they may be willing to share the
cost of maintenance and upgrades or even
pay for the service. The latter of these two
situations is standard practice for many data
center outsourcing providers.

OUTSOURCING MODEL

Many of you know that there is little
possibility of retiring your existing mis-
sion-critical host-based applications and
searching out a mainframe application
provider; yet the opposite holds true when it
comes to outsourcing the data center and
allowing someone else to maintain the
hardware. There are numerous data center
outsourcing providers that maintain their
customers’ business applications and pro-
vide monitoring capabilities and usage
statistics. Blue Hill Data Services, Inc.
(BHDS), a data center outsourcing provider
in Pearl River, N.Y., accommodates cus-
tomers’ current needs with monthly statisti-
cal usage reports. Budge Huntoon,

President of BHDS, states, “We also use the
usage reports for billing purposes, pricing
our services either at a flat fee for dedicated
resources, or depending on usage in a
shared environment. It depends what type of
pricing structure fits (customer’s) require-
ments.” Just as with BHDS, you can find
similar tracking flexibility with well
designed usage metering tools: pricing per
connection, per hour, or both; and with Web
access to the information, it does not matter
where your application resides, all you need
is a browser. Huntoon mentions that “Web-
to-host products are becoming more and
more popular,” and he allows BHDS cus-
tomers to utilize their preferred connectivity
software. Thus, monitoring of usage has
been an effective cost-tracking tool for
outsourcers, and now it is becoming more
valuable for corporations internally as they
confront host connectivity and host integration
implementations.

CONCLUSION

Web-to-host technology is enabling
more and more administrators to save on
connectivity costs while expanding the
usability of their host-based applications.
With the availability of usage monitoring
and metering tools, next generation Web-
to-host software provides the sophisticated
central administration and control features
typically found in enterprise software
products. As the number of Web-enabled
desktops increases, vendors must provide
increased monitoring capability to give IT
managers better operational visibility and
administrative control, helping them to
better address budget constraints and meet
corporate ROI goals..  
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